PSK In A Wallet!

ESEE Knives’ new Escape & Evasion Mini Survival Kit is a modern man’s possible bag that screams: Don’t leave home without me!

If you carry a wallet, you’re carrying a survival kit. The tools of survival in that wallet are those we most need to get along in civilization; no human, aboriginal or modern, ever willingly went naked into the wilderness. The skin bag tied at the waist of a loincloth became a leather possible bag in the muzzleloading era, and that has evolved into the wallets and handbags of today. As it has always been, there are many things in modern society that simply cannot be done unless a person is armed with the proper tools.

ESEE Knives elevates the wallet survival kit to a new level with their Wallet E&E/Mini Survival Kit. More than a wallet filled with survival tools, this outfit should have instant appeal to combat soldiers, DEA officers and anyone who might be taken prisoner.

It isn’t filled with liquid, it takes a few seconds for the dial to settle at magnetic north, but there is no liquid to leak out, and no danger of developing an air bubble that can trap the dial and result in false readings.

To one side of that is a larger mesh pocket containing a set of six waterproof business-sized cards printed clearly on both sides with practical survival tips, and one clear plastic navigation card with GPS and map scales. Almost indistinguishable from the cards is a signal mirror, its polished surface protected from scratching by a peel-off membrane, with instructions for using it to signal aircraft or across long distances printed on its backside. Also included is a printed compass bezel that can be held under the suspended survival magnet to enhance bearing accuracy. Printed next to that are the six most valuable international ground-to-air signals. Also in the mix is ESEE’s Floss Card, a flat, double-wall card whose inner recess is filled with dental floss that can be pulled in the desired length, for dental hygiene, or as fishing or snare line, with Escape & Evasion tips printed on the backside.

ESEE’s popular AH-1 double-edge arrowhead, which can be tied to hafts of different widths and diameters to serve as a knife, spear, or arrowhead, is folded into another heavy-mil Ziploc bag containing two medium and two small long-shank fishing hooks. Behind this, 25 feet of twisted three-strand Kevlar cord is tucked in, which can serve as thread, fishing or snare line. Completing the outfit as a full-duty survival kit is a man-made ferrocerium sparking rod, inserted into magnesium fire-starting rod, that’s attached to one of two grommets by a blue-steel key ring.

Measuring just 4.25 inches by 2.75 inches by 1.25 inches thick, and only weighing 4 ounces, there is no excuse for not having this Izula Gear Mini Survival Kit on your person at all times, and that too-often undervalued attribute by itself can make this kit a lifesaver. And like all of ESEE’s professional-grade products, the Mini Survival Kit is designed to field years of reliable service and keep you alive.

For more information, visit www.eseeknives.com or call 256-613-0372.

ESEE's Izula Gear Mini Survival Kit can work as an everyday wallet, too, taking away any excuse its owner might make for leaving it behind.

ESEE Knives’ new Izula Gear Mini Survival Kit is perfect for anyone, but it has real appeal for combat soldiers, DEA officers and anyone who might be taken prisoner.

ESEE's Izula Gear Mini Survival Kit can work as an everyday wallet, too, taking away any excuse its owner might make for leaving it behind.

For more information, visit www.eseeknives.com or call 256-613-0372.
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